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Zeng Liang, who had the same military experience as Xu Yougang, also said,””President Xia, I 

understand, but old Lei has underestimated us this time. Although we’ve left the Army, we’ll never lose 

our loyalty. Since we’ve promised President Xia and you’ve given us such a generous reward, we’ll sell 

our four lives to you!” 

Xia ruofei laughed and waved his hand,”not really!” Not to that extent! I’m very confident in everyone! 

Come, come, come, I’ll tell you about the mission in detail ...” 

Xia ruofei’s spiritual power cultivation had reached a higher level, and his insight was many times 

sharper than ordinary people. If Xu Yougang and the others had any ulterior motives, it would be 

difficult to escape Xia ruofei’s eyes. If they really met with an accident, Xia ruofei could not be sure how 

they would perform. But at least when they said this, it was from the bottom of their hearts. 

Xia ruofei asked,”when you were in the Army, did you learn how to track and monitor?” Where’s the 

evidence?” 

“It’s a must for the Special Forces,” Xu Yougang said without hesitation.”The four of us have no problem 

with it!” 

Xia ruofei nodded and said,”very good. Your task is not complicated. You just need to follow and 

monitor a person. I need to know his daily itinerary, who he met, where he stayed. In short, everything 

about him, the more detailed, the better!” 

“That’s similar to the work of a private detective!” Xu Yougang smiled and said,”President Xia, I’m not 

afraid of you laughing at me, but a few of us once thought of setting up a detective studio. It’s just that 

we didn’t have a source of customers or capital, so we could only think about it ...” 

Xia ruofei chuckled.”More or less. However, I’m worried about hiring a private detective. Our own 

people are more reliable!” 

“President Xia, you trust us so much,” Xu Yougang said.”We will not let you down!” 

Then, he asked again,”President Xia, is there any specific information that we should focus on 

collecting?” Also, do you have any other requirements, such as photos, videos, and so on?” 

Xia ruofei thought for a moment and said,””You can focus on the lifestyle of the target you’re tracking. 

Of course, you can also focus on honesty, but I don’t think you’ll get any useful information from this.” 

People like Liu haojun, who came from a big family, might have problems in many aspects, and their 

abilities were average. But when it came to money, most people were relatively clean. This was because 

their families would give them enough money. They didn’t need such a gray income, and there was no 

need to risk their political future. 

Xia ruofei paused and continued,””As for the type of information, the more detailed, the better. The 

clearer the photos and videos, the better. In short, this is up to you guys!” 



“Understood!” Xu Yougang answered without hesitation. 

Xia ruofei looked at the four of them and said,””I’ll pay each of you 100000 Yuan in advance. After you 

finish your work, the rest of the money will be transferred to your account immediately. If you finish 

your work well, you’ll even get an extra bonus!” 

“President Xia, you can pay after you finish the work!” Xu Yougang said quickly. 

Xu Yougang was the squad leader of Zeng Liang and the others in the Army, so the three of them 

secretly regarded Xu Yougang as their leader. It was mainly Xu Yougang who was communicating with 

Xia ruofei, while the three of them just listened quietly. 

Xia ruofei waved his hand and said,”I heard from Lei Hu that your families are in a difficult situation. I’m 

paying you a portion of the remuneration to help you solve your urgent needs. I don’t want you to be 

distracted by money while working.” It’s settled then. In a while, each of you will leave an account 

number for me, and the money will be in my account today!” 

“Then ... Then thank you, President Xia!” Xu Yougang said. 

They were indeed in need of money, so Xu Yougang did not reject Xia ruofei’s kindness. He just made up 

his mind to do a good job and not let Xia ruofei down. 

In fact, Xia ruofei was not worried that Xu Yougang and the others would run away with the money. For 

one thing, four hundred thousand Yuan was nothing to Xia ruofei. Even if he lost it, it was not a big deal. 

Secondly, if Xu Yougang and the others really took his money, they would not be able to escape if Xia 

ruofei really wanted to find them. 

Xia ruofei looked at the touched faces of Xu Yougang and the other three and said lightly,””I’ll tell you 

the specific information of the target. Before that, you still have a chance to regret ...” 

Xu Yougang looked at Zeng Liang and the other two. The four of them looked at each other. Then, Xu 

Yougang said decisively,””President Xia, we’ll accept this mission! Please give the instructions!” 

Xia ruofei nodded and said,”okay. The person I need you to follow and monitor is called Liu haojun. He’s 

the Deputy Secretary of Changping County. At the same time, his family is very powerful in Beijing. Once 

this matter is exposed, the consequences will be very serious!” 

As Xia ruofei spoke, he had been paying attention to the expressions of Xu Yougang and the others. 

When he revealed Liu haojun’s identity, Xu Yougang and the others ‘expressions changed slightly, but 

they quickly returned to normal. 

It was obvious that Liu haojun’s identity had made them a little afraid. However, their mental fortitude 

had exceeded Xia ruofei’s expectations and they quickly adjusted. 

“No problem!” Xu Yougang said,”I promise to complete the task!” 

Xia ruofei nodded and said,”okay!” After this is done, you will work for me! The last thing I need to 

remind you is that after today’s incident leaves this office, I will never admit to what I said. If you fail to 

track Liu haojun and are arrested, I will pretend that I know nothing about it, but I will definitely fulfill 

the promise of a million Yuan reward and taking care of my family!” 



“Understood!” Xu Yougang said seriously,”if anything happens, we’ll take it on ourselves. Even if we die, 

we won’t expose you, President Xia!” 

Zeng Liang, Wang Chong, and Zhang Aijun also expressed their opinions. 

Xia ruofei nodded in satisfaction and asked,””Lastly, is there anything else you need?” 

“Mr. Xia, we need at least two cars, and we also need some money to buy equipment ...” Xu Yougang 

said. 

“I’ll give you a sum of money. You can solve the car problem yourself. As for the equipment problem ... 

Do you have your own purchase channels?” Xia ruofei asked. 

“No problem!” Xu Yougang said,”we are very familiar with the tracking and monitoring equipment in the 

Army. We also know a few underground channels, so we should be able to buy them very soon. The car 

thing is even simpler. We can buy two inconspicuous second – hand cars from the second – hand 

market, modify them to a certain extent, and then put on two fake license plates. It will be very safe!” 

Xia ruofei nodded and said,”a problem that can be solved with money is not a big problem!” How much 

do you need?” 

Xu Yougang quickly calculated in his mind and said,””President Xia, if we want to start the work 

normally, it might cost at least two million Yuan. The main problem is that some professional equipment 

is more expensive ...” 

“I’ll give you three million!” Xia ruofei waved his hand and said,”don’t save on the equipment. If you 

want to buy, buy the good ones ... Oh right, is three million enough? If it’s not enough, I can add more!” 

“Enough!” Xu Yougang said excitedly. Enough! We can already get our hands on the best equipment!” 

If he wanted to get a full set of top – tier private detective equipment, three million might not even be 

enough, but if it was just the equipment needed for this mission, this money was definitely enough. He 

could also buy very good equipment, including the wireless transmission equipment that he had always 

wanted but had no money to buy. 

Xia ruofei nodded.”The money will be transferred to your account. I hope you can start working as soon 

as possible.” 

“Let’s split up and prepare. Three days at most ... No!”Xu Yougang said. I can start working in two days!” 

Xia ruofei said,”very good!” In that case, each of you can leave an account number for me and go back! 

During this time, you can rent a house outside, and I’ll pay for your expenses!” 
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“Yes!” Xu Yougang and the other three stood up at the same time and answered firmly. 

Then, the four of them each wrote down an account number for Xia ruofei and left. 

Xia ruofei took the paper with the account number and called Lei Hu over. 



“Brother Xia, you’ve arranged everything?” Lei Hu asked as soon as he entered. 

Xia ruofei nodded and said,”yes!” Xu Yougang and the others were not bad! You have a good eye for 

people, but ... What you said at the end was a little unnecessary. We’ve been comrades for so many 

years, don’t leave any gaps because of this ...” 

“They wouldn’t dare!” Lei Hu chuckled. I’m just a former class monitor, giving them a reminder! But 

then again, if they really dare to be traitors, I won’t show them any mercy!” 

Xia ruofei waved his hand and said,”it’s not that ... I’m not any worse than you when it comes to judging 

people!” Xu Yougang and the others aren’t that kind of people ...” 

“Brother Xia is so wise. If you say it won’t happen, then it definitely won’t happen ...” Lei Hu scratched 

his head. 

“You’re flattering me now ...” Xia ruofei laughed and scolded him.”I called you here because I have 

something for you to do!” 

“Your orders!” Lei Hu immediately puffed out his chest and said. 

Xia ruofei handed over the paper with the account number and said,””I have to transfer some money to 

them. You do it, don’t leave any traces!” 

“Understood!” Lei Hu said,”I’ll prepare a safe account and send it to you later!” 

Lei Hu’s so – called safe account was not his own. Although the real – Name System was very strict, 

there was always a way to operate it. Xia ruofei did not have to worry about this. 

He was going to transfer the money from his overseas account to Lei Hu’s account, and then let Lei Hu 

transfer the money to Xu Yougang and the others ‘accounts. This way, even if Xu Yougang and the 

others made a mistake, and Liu haojun found out that they had recently transferred a large sum of 

money, the final clue would be cut off and would never be traced back to Xia ruofei. 

He had always been cautious because he knew that a giant like the Liu family could never be too careful 

before they could completely overthrow Liu haojun. Once he was involved, he might not be in big 

trouble with his strong connections in Beijing. However, it was better to avoid trouble as much as 

possible. It was not appropriate to trouble elder song and the others, so he tried to avoid it as much as 

possible. 

Xia ruofei nodded.”Don’t use your phone. Just write it down for me!” 

Lei Hu chuckled and said,”got it!” Brother Xia, don’t worry! When the money comes to me, they’ll 

definitely withdraw it and transfer it to their account after a few rounds. They won’t be able to find out 

that it’s me ...” 

“Oh right, brother Xia, how much money should we transfer to them?” Lei Hu asked. 

Xia ruofei said,”I’ll transfer 100000 Yuan to everyone’s account first. I’ll pay them in advance. After all, 

their families are in a difficult situation. I’ll give them some money first to solve some of the problems at 

home.” 



“Brother Xia, you’re so thoughtful,” Lei Hu nodded. 

“Also ...” Xia ruofei said,”transfer another three million Yuan to Xu Yougang’s account ...” 

“What?” Lei Hu’s eyes widened and he asked,”why are you giving so much money? Could it be that Xu 

Yougang was demanding an exorbitant price at the last minute? I’ll cut him to death!” 

“When can you change your fiery temper?” Xia ruofei frowned and said,”you don’t need to buy 

equipment to help me? This is the money I gave them for their activities. Since you didn’t participate in 

it, don’t bother about it! Just do as I say and send the money over!” 

Lei Hu scratched his head in embarrassment and said,”I see ... I know, brother Xia!” 

Xia ruofei waved his hand and let Lei Hu go. 

Lei Hu was also very efficient. Before he even got off work in the morning, he had already sent a piece of 

paper with an account number written on it to Xia ruofei. 

Xia ruofei took a look. It was an account under the name of a woman named Geng chrysanthemums. 

The bank was a branch of the Industrial and Commercial Bank of China’s Sanshan branch, which was 

quite far from the company’s headquarters. 

Xia ruofei nodded and said,”okay, I’ll let you know when the money is in!” Get this done as soon as 

possible! Try to get it in by today!” 

“Don’t worry! I guarantee that there won’t be any problems!” Lei Hu said with a smile. 

After Lei Hu left, Xia ruofei started working on his computer. 

He transferred 600000 USD from his overseas account to the account that Lei Hu had provided. 

To be safe, Xia ruofei even used a proxy tool to find a few jumping boards overseas before logging into 

an overseas bank account. 

There was a period of time when he felt that computer knowledge would be useful, so he bought a few 

hacking books to learn. He also practiced on the computer a few times. 

As Xia ruofei’s spiritual power cultivation was getting higher and higher, his brain development was also 

much wider than ordinary people. The biggest advantage was that he learned things very quickly. 

Although he had only read a few books and practiced a few times, he could use some of the common 

methods used by hackers. 

Although his level was definitely not comparable to some of the top hackers, he was still very familiar 

with beginner – Level operations such as avoiding IP tracing and erasing traces of online access. 

After transferring the money, Xia ruofei used his phone to call Lei Hu. 
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He only said three words indifferently,””Done!” 



“Understood!” Lei Hu immediately replied. I’ll get it done immediately!” 

After arranging everything, it was time to get off work in the morning. Xia ruofei packed his things and 

stood up to leave. 

He was going to have lunch with Ling Qingxue. 

Now that the company’s headquarters had moved to the city, he had more opportunities to meet Ling 

Qingxue. It was much more convenient for them to have a meal together or even roll in the sheets 

together. 

The company’s headquarters hadn’t set up a cafeteria yet, but now that online takeaway was quite 

developed, it wasn’t a big problem for everyone to eat. 

It was just that Xia ruofei was not used to eating takeaway. Besides, he felt that it was not good for the 

health of the employees in the long run, so he was inclined to set up another cafeteria in the 

headquarters. After all, there were still so many empty floors! He would look for the jianda group to 

renovate and renovate it. It would be put into use very soon. 

Even though it was a little wasteful to use an office building as a canteen in such a place where every 

inch of land was worth its weight in gold, Xia ruofei did not care much about that. He always believed 

that in order to make his employees feel a sense of belonging to the company, the boss had to always 

think for his employees and think from their perspective. 

His suggestion was supported by Feng Jing, Dong Yun, and the other executives. They had already 

organized people to come up with a proposal. 

However, in the short term, it would be impossible to eat in the cafeteria here. 

Xia ruofei had made a reservation at a French restaurant in the city. This restaurant had just opened in 

Sanshan recently and was said to be a Michelin star restaurant. Business was booming as soon as it 

opened. Xia ruofei had only managed to make a reservation three days in advance. 

He drove a Mercedes – Benz to the headquarters of the Ling’s restaurant. After picking up Ling Qingxue, 

the two of them went to the French restaurant called “corner”. 

This restaurant was really located on a street corner. The restaurant had a 270 – degree floor – to – 

Ceiling glass, and most of the seats had a wide view of the street. 

As they had already made a reservation, Xia ruofei and Ling Qingxue were quickly led by a waiter to a 

window seat along the street. 

Then, a waitress came over with an iPad and asked politely,””Sir, do you want to order now?” 

“Yes, I am!” Xia ruofei smiled and asked,”do you have any recommended dishes? We’re here for the first 

time!” 

“I suggest that the two of you try our signature dishes, premium beef ribs and white truffle mashed 

potatoes, as well as ...” The waitress explained with great familiarity. Then, she suddenly stopped and 

looked at Xia ruofei for two seconds. She asked in surprise,”are you chief Xia?” 



Xia ruofei was stunned for a moment before he nodded and said,””My surname is Xia, but I can’t be sure 

if it’s the president Xia you’re talking about ...” 

The waitress said excitedly,”it can’t be wrong. He’s the overbearing President, Xia ruofei!” 

Ling Qingxue couldn’t help but burst out laughing. Xia ruofei was even more speechless. 

He thought that the popularity on the internet had dropped, so he didn’t disguise himself this time. He 

didn’t expect to be recognized by the waiter as soon as he came to the Western restaurant around the 

corner. 

The waitress suddenly turned into a fangirl. She held the iPad with both hands and said,””President Xia, 

I’m your super fan! We’re all proud of you as the three mountains people!” 

Xia ruofei’s expression was a little unnatural as he said,””Oh ... Then thank you for your support!” 

“Can I have your autograph?” The waitress said with an expression of admiration,”it would be even 

better if we could take a photo together!” 

Xia ruofei shrugged and said,”no problem!” But ... I hope you won’t take a picture of the lady beside me 

...” 

“Since I’ve already recognized you, how could I not recognize the one beside you?” the waitress 

chuckled. You’re President Ling, right? The netizens are saying that you’re the overbearing President and 

that President Xia is the president’s man ...” 

Ling Qingxue’s face immediately turned red. She had been watching the show with a teasing expression 

on her face, but she didn’t expect to get caught in the fire. 

It seemed like this waitress was really a huge fan of Xia ruofei, she even knew Ling Qingxue’s situation so 

well. 

The waitress quickly took out a small notebook from the pocket of her apron and removed the ballpoint 

pen from her back. She handed it to Xia ruofei with both hands and a sincere look on her face. 

Xia ruofei took the pen and paper, raised his head and asked,””By the way, what’s your name?” 

“I’m Cheng Xiaoxiao! They’re definitely your super fans!” The waitress said. 

Xia ruofei nodded and scribbled down a few words in his notebook. I wish Cheng Xiaoxiao happiness 

every day! The next line was his signature. 

Cheng Xiaoxiao saw that Xia ruofei had not only signed, but had also written a blessing to her. She 

almost fainted from happiness. She hurriedly and carefully put away the book, then took out her phone 

and said,””President Ling, please help me take a few more beautiful pictures!” 

Ling Qingxue took the phone with a smile and said,””No problem!” 

At this moment, a stern voice was heard.””Cheng! What are you doing? I just emphasized yesterday that 

you’re not allowed to disturb our customers. Your behavior is really disappointing!” 



Cheng Xiaoxiao’s face turned pale with fright. Xia ruofei and Ling Qingxue followed the sound and saw a 

white man in a suit standing behind Cheng Xiaoxiao with an angry face and a stern gaze. 

“Mr. Bastian, I’m sorry ...” Cheng Xiaoxiao said carefully. 

It was not easy for her to get this job at the corner Western restaurant. She had to go through three 

rounds of interviews before she could get a job. The competition was so fierce because the average 

salary of this restaurant was at least 30% higher than that of similar restaurants. It also had many chain 

stores in the country. If she did well, her career prospects would be very good. 

Cheng Xiaoxiao didn’t expect that she would be caught red – handed by the manager after only a week. 

In such a high – end dining place, the requirements for the waiters were very strict, and one of them was 

that they were absolutely not allowed to disturb the customers. Cheng Xiaoxiao had made a big mistake. 

Even if he was lucky enough not to be fired, this month’s bonus would probably be gone. 

Xia ruofei naturally couldn’t bear to see his fan being punished. He smiled and stood up.”Sir, miss 

Cheng’s service is very professional. I was the one who suggested the group photo, so I hope you don’t 

blame her ...” 

Cheng Xiaoxiao was suddenly moved. This feeling of being protected by her idol made her feel so warm 

that she wanted to cry. 

The manager named Bastian’s expression eased a little, and he said in his still – stiff Chinese,””Sir, you 

don’t have to exonerate Cheng. We’re turning the corner ...” 

Bastian’s mouth and eyes opened wide as he spoke. He stared at Xia ruofei for a few seconds before 

mumbling,”“oh! my god!” 

Xia ruofei, Ling Qingxue, and Cheng Xiaoxiao couldn’t help but look at each other, not knowing what had 

happened. 

At this moment, Bastian said enthusiastically,””So it’s the Honorable Mr. Xia! It’s our honor to have you 

visit our corner Western restaurant!” 

Ling Qingxue and Cheng Xiaoxiao looked at each other, then turned to look at Xia ruofei in unison, their 

eyes full of admiration. 

Ling Qingxue thought,”is RUO Fei that influential?” Even the foreigners admired him so much! 

Cheng Xiaoxiao’s inner monologue was,”my idol is indeed my idol!” His personal charm could already 

ignore the restrictions of national boundaries! I didn’t expect Mr. Bastian to be a fan of our President 

Xia! 

Xia ruofei was also a little dumbfounded. He asked,””Mr. Manager, we ... Have met before?” 

Bastian said enthusiastically,”Of course! Oh no! To be more precise, I’ve seen you before ... And you 

shouldn’t have any impression of me!” 

As expected! Cheng Xiaoxiao said in her heart. 



Because this was basically the standard answer for fans to their idols. You have seen your idol, but your 

idol has no impression of you. 

Xia ruofei was still in a daze. He did not think that he was that influential. If he was an Australian, it 

might be possible, but the French ... He probably had seen the news before. It was good enough that he 

could remember his name. Why would he worship him so much? 

Bastian then reminded,”Mr. Xia, Hong Kong!” Hengfeng’s truffle auction ... I’m lucky to be able to attend 

it with my boss ...” 

Xia ruofei couldn’t help but laugh. 
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Ling Qingxue and Cheng Xiaoxiao were at a loss. After all this talk, this manager Bastian was not a fan of 

Xia ruofei! She was so excited just now, and she was even more of a fan than a fan! 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”so Mr. Bastian used to be our customer!” I really have to thank you for taking 

care of our business ...” 

Bastian quickly said,”I don’t deserve it!” I don’t dare! I was just following the boss to see the world. That 

auction really opened our eyes, and our corner Western restaurant also won a piece of top quality black 

truffle! When we were tasting the dishes, I’ll never forget the taste ...” 

“Mr. Bastian, you flatter me!” Xia ruofei said with a warm smile. 

In fact, some white executives who worked in China more or less had a kind of superior mentality, 

especially in front of local employees. 

However, in front of Xia ruofei, Bastian was not arrogant at all. On the contrary, he was very humble 

because the gap between the two was too big. 

Bastian had seen with his own eyes that Xia ruofei was having fun with the Super – rich in Hong Kong. 

He had made a net profit of 10 to 20 million dollars from an auction, while the Western restaurant 

around the corner could only pick up a few truffles that the rich people were not interested in. They 

were not on the same level as Xia ruofei. 

Bastian asked enthusiastically,”Mr. Xia, our boss still can’t forget it. He said when your company would 

auction truffles again!” The truffle harvest season is almost over ...” 

Xia ruofei was taken aback. It was spring all year round in the spirit map space, so he was not 

particularly sensitive to the harvest time. Truffles were stored in the space after they were dug out. They 

would not go bad anyway, so in theory, he could take them out for auction at any time. 

However, truffles ‘harvest season was only a few months from the end of the year to the beginning of 

the year, and they could only be stored for a very short time. Therefore, if truffles were taken out at 

other times, it would definitely cause a huge uproar, because it was already against the rules of nature. 



After the truffle auction with Hengfeng at the end of last year, he had been busy until now. The truffle 

season was about to end, but he had not organized a second auction yet. 

Xia ruofei still had a lot of top – grade truffles in his storage space. He felt that he could take advantage 

of this harvest season to hold another auction. Otherwise, he would have to wait until November or 

December to make money again. 

Furthermore, Xia ruofei suddenly had a better idea. This auction could not only sell truffles but also 

some high – end products of the Paradise Corporation. 

Just imagine, if pieces of super – Large top – grade truffles, top – grade one – headed abalones, top – 

grade old mountain ginseng, top – grade wormgrass, top – grade iron – Skin dendrobes appeared in the 

auction, how shocking would that be? 

Moreover, all of these products would be branded with the Paradise corporation’s trademark without 

exception. It was conceivable that the Paradise Corporation would happily reap another wave of fame. 

Thinking of this, Xia ruofei couldn’t help but have the urge to immediately make arrangements. 

He smiled and said to Bastian,””We’re planning to hold an auction soon, and the scale is expected to be 

much bigger than the auction at the end of last year. The items for auction might not be limited to only 

the best truffles. Some of our company’s high – end ingredients and herbs, such as abalone, ginseng, 

Cordyceps, and so on, will also appear in the auction!” 

Bastian was very excited to hear this and said,””God! This was wonderful news! Mr. Xia, I think our boss 

Mr. Boris would be overjoyed if he knew about this!” 

Xia ruofei smiled.”You can tell him the good news. However, we haven’t announced the details of the 

auction yet. I hope that this information won’t be leaked out before that!” 

Bastian immediately made a solemn vow. “Don’t worry! Mr. Xia, I promise that our Western restaurant 

will keep this secret for you!” 

Xia ruofei smiled and nodded. Then, he glanced at Cheng Xiaoxiao and asked,””Mr. Bastian, I want to 

take a photo with miss Cheng Xiaoxiao. This ... Won’t affect your work, right?” 

“Of course I won ‘t!” Bastian did not hesitate to say,”I think Cheng must feel very honored!” 

In fact, Bastian was very clear that Cheng Xiaoxiao had violated the work rules just now and asked Xia 

ruofei for an autograph and a photo. However, Xia ruofei had already made it clear that he wanted to 

protect this fellow fan of his. Unless Bastian’s head was kicked by a donkey, he would definitely not 

come out at this time to sing a different tune. 

As for punishing Cheng Xiaoxiao, that was even more impossible. 

Cheng Xiaoxiao was both surprised and happy. She had thought that she would not be able to escape 

today, but she did not expect things to turn around. Xia ruofei had even personally exonerated her, 

which made her even more moved to tears. As a fan, she felt that she was really lucky to meet such an 

idol. 



Xia ruofei and Cheng Xiaoxiao had finished taking a photo together. Ling Qingxue had taken the photo 

for the two of them and had even specially taken a few more photos. 

After the group photo was taken, Bastian immediately said,”Mr. Xia, and this beautiful lady, I won’t 

disturb your meal anymore! I hope the restaurant will give you a good memory!” 
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Xia ruofei and Ling Qingxue expressed their gratitude with a smile. 

After Bastian left, Cheng Xiaoxiao patted her chest and said with a lingering fear,””I was so scared ... I 

thought I was going to lose my job! President Xia, thank you so much for this! You’re indeed my idol! 

You’ve never disappointed us fans! President Xia, I will be your loyal fan for life! I’ll go to the forum and 

tell everyone about today’s events!” 

Xia ruofei didn’t know whether to laugh or cry. He couldn’t wait for the popularity to drop! The days 

when he had to wear a mask and sunglasses when he went out were really not free. However, Cheng 

Xiaoxiao was so enthusiastic, so he didn’t want to dampen her enthusiasm. He could only smile 

awkwardly and express his gratitude. 

Cheng Xiaoxiao added,”by the way, there’s a Tieba named after you, and it has a lot of active fans every 

day. Can you go up and say hello to everyone?” Everyone will be very excited when they see it! Although 

there are a few hardcore fan organizations now, they are all spontaneous actions after all. No one has as 

much appeal as you do!” 

Xia ruofei said,”this ... Okay!” I’ll go and take a look when I have time. Thank you for your support ...” 

Xia ruofei’s reply was obviously perfunctory, and Cheng Xiaoxiao couldn’t help but feel a little 

disappointed. 

Ling Qingxue, who was at the side, saw this and said with a smile,””Xiaoxiao, don’t worry! I’ll agree on 

ruofei’s behalf!” 

“Really?” Cheng Xiaoxiao was overjoyed.”President Ling’s words will definitely work!” I thank you on 

behalf of the fans!” 

Xia ruofei was speechless. What did he mean by ‘President Ling’s words will definitely work’? Do I look 

like a henpecked husband to you? 

Seeing Xia ruofei’s defeated look, Ling Qingxue could not help but smile. 

Cheng Xiaoxiao reacted at this time and quickly said,””By the way, you haven’t ordered anything yet! It’s 

all my fault. I was too excited to see President Xia and forgot about the important thing!” 

Xia ruofei didn’t know whether to laugh or cry. We’ll pick the one you think is most suitable for us!” 

“Can I really?” Cheng Xiaoxiao asked,”then ... Then I’ll help you order!” 

Cheng Xiaoxiao was naturally quite excited to be able to pair her idol with a dish. 



Xia ruofei smiled and nodded.””Okay, I’ll leave it to you to decide what we want to eat!” 

“Alright!” Cheng Xiaoxiao looked as if she had just received a glorious and great mission. She puffed out 

her chest and said,”don’t worry, President Xia. I’ll definitely choose them carefully and guarantee that I 

won’t let you down!” 

Then, Cheng Xiaoxiao reluctantly left the table. 

Xia ruofei looked at Cheng Xiaoxiao’s back and then at Ling Qingxue, who was trying to hold back her 

laughter. He said in a bad mood,””If you want to laugh, then laugh! The King’s Woman!” 

When Ling Qingxue heard the nickname that the netizens had given her, she couldn’t help but blush. 

Then, she burst into laughter. 

“Qingxue,” Xia ruofei continued to complain,”why did you agree to Cheng Xiaoxiao just now?” 

“What?” Ling Qingxue was stunned for a moment, then she reacted.”You’re talking about going to the 

Tieba to say hello? I think it’s pretty good! It was more cohesive to interact with fans often! I think 

Xiaoxiao’s right!” 

“What kind of logic is that?” Xia ruofei was going crazy.”I’m just wondering when the popularity on the 

internet will drop a little! You, on the other hand, even accepted this job for me. That’s just the 

opposite!” 

“RUO Fei, just give up!” Ling Qingxue giggled and said,”actually, you’re still very popular on the internet. 

There’s no sign of your popularity dropping. It doesn’t seem to matter if you post something or not ...” 

“Don’t tear it down when it’s hard, okay?” Xia ruofei said gloomily. 

Ling Qingxue chuckled and said,””Since you’ve already promised the little girl, you have the nerve to go 

back on your word? In any case, the dishes hadn’t been served yet, so he might as well fulfill his promise 

first! By the way, you don’t have a Baidu account, do you? Don’t worry! I’ll provide a one – stop service, 

I’ll help you register!” 

Ling Qingxue reached out for Xia ruofei’s phone, lit up the screen, and said,””Unlock it! Why are you in a 

daze! Forget it, I’ll do it myself!” 

Ling Qingxue then grabbed Xia ruofei’s hand and pressed her finger on the fingerprint scanner. After two 

tries, both of her fingers were wrong. Xia ruofei smiled bitterly. “It’s the left index finger!” 

“You should have said so earlier!” Ling Qingxue rolled her eyes at Xia ruofei and unlocked her phone. 

She skillfully downloaded the Tieba APP and started to register a new account. 

“Xia ruofei ... His name has been taken ... Ruofei ... Has been taken as well ...” Ling Qingxue said as she 

tried it out.”I don’t believe it! There are actually so many people snatching your name? I’ll change to 

another one ...” 

After Ling Qingxue typed in a few words, she couldn’t help but burst out laughing. Then, she showed the 

phone screen to Xia ruofei and said,””It’s even taking up this ...” 



Xia ruofei took a look and did not know whether to laugh or cry. Ling Qingxue had just tried an ID called 

“overbearing President Xia ruofei”, but it also indicated that the ID already existed. 

In the end, after several experiments, he settled for “real Xia ruofei” and finally registered successfully. 

Ling Qingxue excitedly wrote a short paragraph of content on her phone and posted it. 

Chapter 1886: The distinguished guest (3) 

 

This post was actually quite normal. The title was “Hello, everyone! I’m Xia ruofei, thank you for your 

support!” The content of the post was nothing more than using Xia ruofei’s tone to greet his fans and 

hope that everyone would support him as always in the future. 

One had to admit that Xia ruofei’s fan activity on Tieba was quite high. Although there were many such 

posts every day, and 99.999% of them were fake, many people still clicked on it when they saw the title. 

After Ling Qingxue posted the thread, she refreshed the page a few times and realized that there were 

already a few comments. She said excitedly,””Ruofei, someone left a message!” 

However, when she saw the content of the message, her small face couldn’t help but fall and she 

said,””Why does everyone believe it?” 

The following posts were all filled with disbelief. Some said that this set of trickery had already been 

used to it. Some calculated it carefully and said that this was the 386th post on Xia ruofei’s forum that 

was pretending to be Xia ruofei. There were also some who directly teased her and said that she was 

Ling Qingxue ... Ling Qingxue was speechless. 

Xia ruofei took the phone and looked at it. He couldn’t help but laugh. He said, “That’s exactly what I 

wanted. He didn’t go back on his word with Cheng Xiaoxiao, nor did he start a rhythm. It’s perfect!” 

Ling Qingxue pouted and said,”is there no basic trust between people?” No! I don’t believe it. It was me 

who posted this, but no one believed it?” 

After that, Ling Qingxue took Xia ruofei’s phone. 

Xia ruofei didn’t stop him and just laughed.””Wife, don’t try it in vain. No one will believe me because I 

almost never interact with my fans. I don’t even post much on Weibo ...” 

A sly look flashed across Ling Qingxue’s eyes as she typed on her phone,””That’s not for sure. Who said I 

don’t have a way? Just wait and see!” 

Xia ruofei laughed and said,”sure!” Let’s see what other skills my wife has yet to show!” 

While Ling Qingxue was competing with the Tieba forum, Xia ruofei was watching the commotion from 

the side. On Cheng Xiaoxiao’s side, she quickly helped Xia ruofei and Ling Qingxue order their dishes. 

She had just finished setting the menu when Bastian pulled her to the side and said,””Cheng, before Mr. 

Xia leaves, you’ll just serve that table. You don’t have to worry about the rest! We must make sure that 

Mr. Xia and that beautiful lady return satisfied!” 



Naturally, Cheng Xiaoxiao couldn’t ask for more, and she immediately said,””Alright! Mr. Bastian!” 

“Also,” Bastian continued,”add a Burgundian snail for them, and a bottle of 1990 ‘s’ Marquis Wang dry 

red wine ‘. Just say that it’s a gift from the corner restaurant for our distinguished guests!” 

Cheng Xiaoxiao couldn’t help but take a deep breath when she heard this. 

She did not expect Bastian to be so generous. The Burgundian snail was a famous dish of the restaurant 

and one of the signature dishes of the restaurant’s France chef. Not only that, but he also gave the 

Marquis dry red wine, and it was from 1990. This gift was not ordinary. 

The king of the Marquis was one of the most famous wineries in the Bordeaux region. The collection of 

dry red wine Bastian had just mentioned easily cost thousands of dollars a bottle. As far as Cheng 

Xiaoxiao knew, this corner Western restaurant only had a total of three bottles of 1990 ‘King of the 

Marquis dry red wine, and they were not for sale. There was no list of drinks, so customers couldn’t 

order them even if they wanted to. 

Bastian had actually gifted him a bottle. One could imagine how important Xia ruofei was to him! 

Chapter 1887: If you want to do it, do it big_1 

 

Cheng Xiaoxiao didn’t understand why Bastian was doing this, but she was still proud that her idol was 

so respected. 

Soon, the dishes she had ordered for Xia ruofei and Ling Qingxue were ready. 

When Cheng Xiaoxiao served the dishes for the two of them, she also served the authentic Burgundian 

snail and the precious bottle of Marquis Wang dry red wine that Bastian had given them. 

“Mr. Xia, Mr. Ling, this is a gift from manager Bastian!” Cheng Xiaoxiao placed the Burgundian snail and 

red wine on the table and said,”I wish you a Happy Meal!” 

Cheng Xiaoxiao had a good grasp of the situation. After opening the red wine for the two of them, she 

quietly retreated. 

She knew that she had already disturbed the two of them when she asked Xia ruofei for an autograph 

and a photo. Now, she definitely could not disturb their meal. 

Of course, Cheng Xiaoxiao didn’t go far. She just kept a close eye on Xia ruofei and Ling Qingxue to make 

sure that she would be there at the first moment if they needed anything. 

Xia ruofei and Ling Qingxue enjoyed an authentic French meal. After paying the bill and preparing to 

leave, Bastian appeared and handed over his business card with both hands.”Mr. Xia, thank you for 

patronizing corner restaurant. This is my business card. Please call me directly the next time you need to 

eat. Corner restaurant will always have a seat for you!” 

Xia ruofei took the name card and kept it. He smiled and said,””Okay, thank you, Mr. Bastian!” 

He did not give Bastian his business card, and Bastian did not take it to heart. 



In Bastian’s eyes, Xia ruofei’s status was naturally much higher than his. How could Xia ruofei’s contact 

information be given to others so easily? It was normal that she didn’t give him her business card! 

Bastian did not expect to make friends like Xia ruofei. He only hoped to make a good relationship and 

make Xia ruofei have a good impression of him. That was enough. 

Xia ruofei drove Ling Qingxue back to the company. On the way, Ling Qingxue smiled and said,””Ruofei, 

that manager really values you! Food and wine were delivered, and it was actually a 1990’s Marquis 

uncle Wang dry red wine! The cost of a meal can’t even compare to the price of a glass of wine!” 

Xia ruofei smiled.”I’m being polite. I must have something to ask for!” 

“What does he need from you?” Ling Qingxue asked curiously. 

“You’re also in the gastronomic industry, how could you not have thought of it?”Xia ruofei chuckled. 

Ling Qingxue suddenly understood.”You’re saying ... Bastian is hoping to buy some top – grade 

ingredients from the Paradise Corporation. For example ... The top – grade truffle you were talking 

about?” she asked. 

“I guess so!” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”but he was too embarrassed to say it!” 

“But aren’t your truffles all auctioned in Hong Kong?” Ling Qingxue asked in confusion,”aren’t auctions 

for the highest bidder? What’s the point of having a good relationship with you?” 

“We can’t all be top – grade truffles that can be auctioned, right?” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”the lighter 

ones may not be up to the standard of the auction, but they are still very precious ingredients for 

Western restaurants!” 

“Oh! I understand, I understand!” Ling Qingxue said. Then, she smiled and asked,”ruofei, you couldn’t 

have been bribed by a bottle of wine, right?” 

“What do you think?” Xia ruofei laughed. 

“It definitely won ‘t!” Ling Qingxue pursed her lips and smiled.”Our President Xia runs a winery himself! 

By the way, the sweet wine that you asked me to bring back a few days ago, my dad praised it after 

drinking it!” 

“Is that so?” Xia ruofei said,”if uncle Ling likes it, I’ll give him a few more bottles next time! It’s good for 

middle – aged and elderly people to drink one or two glasses of this expensive rotten wine every day. I 

heard that it can soften blood vessels!” 

“Mm! I won’t tell him yet! To prevent him from overdosing again!” Ling Qingxue said,”there’s only two 

bottles now, and he’ll drink it sparingly!” 

“Hahaha! I’ll listen to you!” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”if you need anything, just let me know in 

advance!” 

The two of them chatted as they talked, and they soon arrived at the Ling Ji F & B headquarters. 

“I’m leaving!” Ling Qingxue said,”be careful when you drive!” 



Ling Qingxue got out of the car. 

“Qingxue!” Xia ruofei leaned forward and asked,”are you coming back with me tonight? We haven’t 

done that in a few days ...” 

Ling Qingxue’s face heated up immediately. She had not kept Xia ruofei’s voice low. If the security 

guards at the door heard her, her reputation as the president would be ruined ... 

Ling Qingxue quickly walked to the pilot’s side and said in a low voice,””RUO Fei, do you want to die? 

Why are you speaking so loudly?” 

Xia ruofei said innocently,”I ... What’s there to be ashamed of?” I’m saying that we haven’t cultivated 

together for a few days. You can’t say this so loudly, right?” 

“You mean cultivation?” Ling Qingxue’s eyes widened. 

“Of course ... What did you think?” Xia ruofei asked. Then, he deliberately exaggerated a look of sudden 

realization and pointed at Ling Qingxue.”You didn’t think it was ... That, did you? My dear wife, I find 

that your thoughts are getting more and more dirty!” 

Ling Qingxue flew into a rage out of humiliation. She kicked the car door and said,””You deliberately 

misled me! Why are you so bad!” 

After that, Ling Qingxue glared at Xia ruofei and turned around to walk back to the company. 

Chapter 1888: If you want to do something, do it big_2 

 

Xia ruofei shouted from behind her,”hey, you haven’t answered me.” Do you want me to pick you up 

after work?” 

Ling Qingxue really wanted to reject this bad guy, but she couldn’t resist the temptation of cultivation. In 

the end, she turned around and said,””I’m going to work overtime, come back later ...” 

“Sure!” Xia ruofei beamed. 

After teasing Ling Qingxue a little, Xia ruofei felt that being cheeky for a while was quite fun. He 

hummed a song and drove back to Taoyuan building. 

Xia ruofei recalled the thought he had at the Western restaurant around the corner. He called Feng Jing 

and Dong Yun to his office as soon as he returned. 

When the two of them arrived, Xia ruofei went straight to the point and said,””Director Feng, director 

Dong, the truffle season is ending soon. What do you think if we hold another auction in Hong Kong?” 

Feng Jing immediately asked,”the chairman can get that kind of truffle?” If we can hold another auction, 

it will definitely be very beneficial to our company! It just so happens that the company has been very 

popular on the internet recently, so we’re striking while the iron is hot!” 

Although Dong Yun hadn’t been employed during the last auction, she had heard about the Hong Kong 

auction held by the peach blossom company. She said,””Chairman, if possible, the more auctions like 



this, the better. It’s good for building our company’s high – end brand image. The benefits are self – 

evident!” 

Like Feng Jing, Dong Yun didn’t mention anything about the profits. 

She had read the company’s information after joining the company. She knew that the proceeds from 

the Hong Kong auction were not transferred to the company’s account but to an overseas company that 

Xia ruofei had full control of. 

However, Feng Rao and Dong Yun did not think that there was anything wrong with this. After all, the 

top – grade abalones and truffles were not produced by the Paradise Corporation. Xia ruofei had 

obtained them from other channels and was only selling them under the name of the Paradise 

Corporation. 

Although most of the shares of paradise Corporation belonged to Xia ruofei, he still gave some to Feng 

Jing. The other senior executives also received a small amount of reward shares. Therefore, it was 

reasonable that these profits would not go into the company’s account. 

To put it simply, in their opinion, the fame was given to the Paradise company. They couldn’t transfer 

the money they earned to the Paradise company. If that happened, Xia ruofei would have to pay Feng 

Jing and the other senior executives dividends. It didn’t make sense! 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”I want to make this auction bigger. Not only truffles, but also top – grade 

abalones. I can also get a few hundred – year – old mountain ginsengs, as well as our best iron maple 

and Cordyceps sinensis. I’m thinking that since we’re going to do it, we might as well make it bigger and 

make our name known!” In the future, whenever people mention high – end food ingredients and 

Chinese medicinal herbs, they will think of our paradise Corporation!” 

“Chairman, can you guarantee the highest quality of the ingredients and herbs you just mentioned?” 

Feng Rao couldn’t help but say excitedly,”if that’s the case, that’s great!” 

Other than the tin can, which was produced by paradise Corporation, the other items, including the 

Cordyceps, were actually provided by Xia ruofei himself. Feng Jing only knew that Xia ruofei had a strong 

network of channels and could get a lot of good stuff. In fact, even the iron – Skin fengdou was only 

processed at the peach blossom company. The iron – Skin Dendrobium, which was the raw material, 

was also provided by Xia ruofei. 

“No problem!” Xia ruofei said,”just leave the auction items to me! What I’m worried about now is that 

the company has just moved its headquarters. Will you have enough energy to take care of it?” 

“No problem!” Feng Jing said,”our company’s team is getting more and more mature. With the support 

of Hengfeng group in Hong Kong, it’s definitely not a problem to prepare for an auction like this!” 

“Chairman!” Dong Yun also said. We promise to complete the mission!” 

Xia ruofei nodded and said,”that’s good!” This matter was temporarily settled like this! President Feng 

has dealt with Hengfeng many times. This time, you’re still in charge of communicating with them. Let 

them know our intentions first. What items are being auctioned, including the specific number, I’ll let 

you know as soon as I’ve confirmed it!” 



“Alright!” Feng Rao said. 

Then, Xia ruofei turned to Dong Yun and said,””As for the coordination between the front and back, 

including the specific work of the early preparation, I’ll leave it to director Dong!” 

“No problem!” Dong Yun said,”I will do my best to assist chief Feng in making the preparations for the 

auction very detailed!” 

“OK!”Xia ruofei said,”if there’s time, I hope that the auction can be held in Hong Kong in a week or two, 

no more than half a month! The overall plan, including how to hype up the early stage, how to promote, 

and what guests to invite, will be up to you to communicate with Hengfeng. I won’t be involved in this 

matter!” 

Feng Rao was already used to Xia ruofei’s way of doing things. She smiled and said,””Leave it to us!” 

…… 

In the evening, Xia ruofei first drove to Walmart to buy some groceries, then went to the Ling Ji 

restaurant headquarters to pick up Ling Qingxue. The two of them returned to Paradise Farm together. 

After dinner, the two of them immediately went upstairs to cultivate again. They ended their cultivation 

at eight or nineo’ clock in the evening. In fact, they had been cultivating together for almost three or 

four days. 

Just as Xia ruofei had expected, Ling Qingxue’s cultivation level had broken through to Qi disciple Level 

2, and her Foundation was quite solid. 
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Originally, Xia ruofei wanted to send Ling Qingxue back to the city, but she insisted on driving herself. 

Ling Qingxue also felt that it was very hard for Xia ruofei to accompany her in cultivation. Her heart 

ached for him to go back and forth so late at night. 

Xia ruofei thought for a while and felt that there was nothing unsafe about driving. Besides, with Ling 

Qingxue’s current cultivation, even if she encountered any danger or some Rascal, even if she did not 

practice any martial arts, ordinary people would not be her match just by relying on her true energy. So, 

there was really nothing to worry about. 

Hence, Xia ruofei finally agreed to let Ling Qingxue drive back by herself. 

Ling Qingxue drove the Mercedes – Benz that Xia ruofei had been using for the past few days. Xia ruofei 

was going to take the company bus to work the next day, and then he would have lunch with Ling 

Qingxue at noon and drive the car back to the company. 

After Ling Qingxue left, Xia ruofei returned to his room and went into the medium to check his 

inventory. 



The truffles that were harvested the last time were stored in the storage space. He roughly counted the 

truffles that were about the same size as the last auction in Hong Kong. There were at least 20 pieces, 

enough for the auction. 

In addition, there were more than 50 relatively light truffles. Of course, this was only relative. In reality, 

300 to 400 grams of truffles was already relatively large in the outside world. 

These truffles were obviously not suitable to be auctioned, because it would easily tarnish the image of 

paradise corporation’s high – end food ingredient supplier. 

However, Xia ruofei was not used to the taste of truffles. There was no use for them. Bastian’s figure 

appeared in his mind. 

If the restaurant could sell them truffles, they would be more than happy to do so. After all, the 

restaurant was open to the public, and only a small group of people at the top of the pyramid could 

have a chance to taste the best ingredients. If the restaurant could bring in some relatively small but 

high – Quality truffles, it would also improve the brand of the restaurant. 

However, Xia ruofei did not immediately decide to sell the truffles that he did not plan to bring to the 

auction to the corner restaurant. Even if he wanted to sell them, he would definitely wait until after the 

auction. At this time, all the focus was on the auction. Anything that could distract the public’s attention 

had to be done after the auction. 

Wild ginseng was also readily available. Xia ruofei went to the Archean realm and dug out three. 

Time flowed thirty times faster in the Archean realm, and the environment was so good, so the wild 

ginseng was constantly reproducing. Now, a small ginseng forest had formed there. If it was in the 

outside world, such a dense growth of ginseng would definitely cause a lack of nutrients. However, there 

were naturally no such hidden dangers in the spirit map space. 

The three old mountain ginsengs were basically two to three hundred years old, and there was more 

than enough to take to the auction. 

Then, he arranged for Xia Qing to use the difference in the flow of time to cultivate some high – Quality 

abalones as fast as possible according to the method she had used last time. He also used the time to 

directly make dried abalones. 

As for aweto and Ironhide fengdou, the Paradise Corporation had both ready – made ones. As long as 

they picked out the best quality ones, they could send them to the auction together. 

Xia ruofei stayed in the spirit map space for a while before returning to the outside world. 

He went to the bathroom to take a shower. When he returned to his room, he thought of the post that 

Ling Qingxue had posted on the forum at the corner restaurant today. He couldn’t help but pick up his 

phone and open the forum to take a look. 

At first glance, Xia ruofei’s eyes widened in shock ... 

Chapter 1890: Ling Qingxue’s tricks (1) 

 



Xia ruofei had thought that the post would either be scoffed at by fans, or it would be deleted by the 

moderator. However, the truth was the opposite of what he had imagined. 

This post had already been highlighted at the top, and there was a reply from the moderator: I’ve 

confirmed that this is our President Xia. Brothers and sisters, come and say hello to our overbearing 

President! 

Xia ruofei was dumbfounded. He looked at the data of the post again. In just one afternoon and half a 

night, there were already more than a million visits and more than 3000 pages of replies. There were at 

least tens of thousands of replies. 

How did this happen? Xia ruofei could not understand. 

He began to search for answers in the replies. 

The first few pages were similar to what he had expected. Most of the replies were disdainful. No one 

believed that Xia ruofei had posted it himself. 

However, Xia ruofei soon found the answer in the replies. 

One of the netizens with the ID “moonlight cat” occupied the sofa floor and replied almost instantly. He 

wrote in the post, The daily posts were here again! If it’s true, the manager will livestream him eating 

shit! 

There were already a lot of replies below this post. 

The Story Master! Does your face hurt? 

Waiting for the floor master’s live broadcast! 

The Story Master! Your mother is calling you to go home and eat shit! 

Hahaha! I’m from Weibo, let’s take a look at the internet celebrity floor master! 

It was also from Weibo! President Xia is very naughty today! The Story Master was in a sad state ... 

Xia ruofei quickly found a high – frequency keyword from the replies,”” Weibo! 

He raised his eyebrows and immediately opened the Weibo APP on his phone. As expected, he saw that 

his latest Weibo post was posted this afternoon. 

The content was – Heart – sanguinity! She had just gone to Tieba to say hello to her fans, but in the end, 

she had been treated as a fake ... 

There were three pictures attached to the Weibo post. They were a screenshot of the background 

interface of the ID “real Xia ruofei” that had just registered today, a screenshot of the main post, and a 

photo of eating at a Western restaurant in the corner! 

Needless to say, this Weibo post was definitely posted by Ling Qingxue. Xia ruofei did not even notice 

when this photo of them eating was posted. 

No wonder Ling Qingxue’s smile was so strange. Even after the night’s cultivation, Xia ruofei always felt 

that her gaze was strange. So that was the problem! 



Not only was the post on Tieba flooded by fans, but this Weibo post also became a hot topic very 

quickly. It had already been read over a million times and had more than ten thousand replies. 

Xia ruofei’s down – to – Earth style was well – liked by everyone. Most of the replies expressed that they 

were happy to see this and then arranged to form groups to go to the Tieba to watch the fun. 

Actually, Xia ruofei rarely posted on Weibo. Occasionally, he would post a few from the company’s 

operations team. However, this Weibo post was obviously posted by him, so it was especially closely 

followed by fans. The popularity that had cooled down a little suddenly rose again. 

Xia ruofei didn’t know whether to laugh or cry. He had never been used to such a high – Profile style. In 

comparison, he preferred a plain and low – Key life. Perhaps it was an occupational habit left behind by 

the lone wolf assault team. He always lacked a sense of security under the spotlight. Even though he had 

already achieved success in his cultivation, he still subconsciously wanted to be low – Key. 

However, things always turned out contrary to his wishes. 

Of course, this had already become a reality. Xia ruofei naturally would not be bothered by it. Anyway, 

his life was very simple. Basically, he just had to go to the company and the farm. After that, he would 

go on a date with Ling Qingxue. As his girlfriend, Ling Qingxue had already made it public on the 

internet. The two of them did not need to hide their relationship, so it basically did not affect much. 

Xia ruofei browsed through his own post Bar with great interest. 

Soon, he saw Cheng Xiaoxiao’s post. This post was also highlighted in red because she had put a photo 

of the two of them in the post. 

Cheng Xiaoxiao’s ID was “falling wood Xiaoxiao,” and she wrote in the thread: Wahaha! Guys, guess who 

I met today? Clang clang clang clang! I actually met our overbearing President! Are you guys envious? 

Was he envious? 

There was a photo of her and Xia ruofei below the message. 

In the photo, Xia ruofei had a gentle smile on his face, while Cheng Xiaoxiao’s face was filled with 

happiness and satisfaction. When Ling Qingxue took the photo, the composition and lighting were on 

point, and the corner restaurant’s environment gave off a petty feeling, so the photo looked very 

beautiful. 

Cheng Xiaoxiao continued to write,”President Xia came to the restaurant where I work for a meal today, 

and he even brought” The King’s Woman “with him!” Don’t you think I’m too lucky? Let me tell you, our 

overbearing President is not overbearing at all. He’s actually a warm man with a gentle attitude! I asked 

for an autograph and a photo, but the manager found out. President Xia even pleaded for me! Oh yes, 

there’s also President Ling, he’s a really nice person! She was the one who helped us take the photo 

above! 

It could be seen that Cheng Xiaoxiao was still very excited, so the post was a little incoherent. 

But even so, this post was full of content. 

At the end of the post, Cheng Xiaoxiao even took a photo of Xia ruofei’s signature and put it up. 



Naturally, this post became a hot topic very quickly. Its popularity was only second to the post that Ling 

Qingxue had posted on her behalf. 

Those who were active on this forum were definitely Xia ruofei’s fans, so they were extremely envious 

of Cheng Xiaoxiao’s luck. Many people even asked what the name of the restaurant Cheng Xiaoxiao 

worked at was. It seemed that many local fans were ready to “wait for an opportunity.” 

 


